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Motivation
• The Standard Model contains one scalar 

SU(2) doublet.

which is sufficient to create mass 
terms of the gauge bosons 

through the mechanism of 
electroweak symmetry breaking
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Motivation
• Experimental observations which the SM cannot explain

Dark Matter
Massive, charge neutral, stable

Wilkinson Microwave Anisotropy Probe (WMAP) satellite has
established the energy budget in the present Universe with a
great accuracy

Suitable candidate: weakly interacting massive particle (WIMP) 

No Candidate in the SM  Need New Physics

What about a new scalar



Motivation
Glashow and Weinberg “The suppression of 
FCNC is natural if it depends only the symmetry 
and the representation content of the model”

     PRD 15, 1958 (1977).

In a multi-Higgs models we have Flavor 
conservation if the fermion masses are 
generated by a single source.



The proposal

• We assume that the scalar sector also has three 
families, once there is no limit on the SM scalar 
sector. 

• And we, also, assume that the symmetry governing 
the scalar sector is the S3 symmetry.



S3

Discrete symmetries are related to flavor physics.

The flavor symmetries are introduced to control Yukawa couplings 

arXiv:1003.3552v2

The quark masses and mixing angles have been discussed in the 
standpoint of the flavor symmetries. 

The discovery of neutrino masses and the neutrino mixing has  
stimulated the work of the flavor symmetries.
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Matrix representation

The generators



S3

Matrix representation

Multiplication rules

The generators



The Model
SM x S3



The Model
THE YUKAWA SECTOR

Since the right-handed neutrinos may have a Majorana 
mass term we can have a type-I seesaw mechanism

 arXiv:1205.0995
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The model
What about CP fases:

assuming a global phase rotation and

In this context we do not have CP violation we can 
have if impose soft or hard terms that break S3
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The Model

SM-like Inert Doublets



The Model
ANALYSIS OF THE SCALAR POTENTIAL

Positivity constraints
To have a stable vacuum, the potential must be positive at large quasiclassical 
values of fields H1 and H2 for any directions in the (H1,H2) plane.
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The Model
ANALYSIS OF THE SCALAR POTENTIAL

Positivity constraints
To have a stable vacuum, the potential must be positive at large quasiclassical 
values of fields H1 and H2 for any directions in the (H1,H2) plane.

Minimum constraints
The minimum constraints are the conditions ensuring that the extremum is a 
minimum for all directions in the (H1,H2) plane, except in the direction of the 
Goldstone modes. 

This condition is realized if the mass matrix of the Higgs fields is definite 
positive



The Model
ANALYSIS OF THE SCALAR POTENTIAL

Positivity constraints
To have a stable vacuum, the potential must be positive at large quasiclassical 
values of fields H1 and H2 for any directions in the (H1,H2) plane.

Minimum constraints

They are 
all positive



Perturbativity and tree-level unitarity constraints

The quartic terms of the Higgs potential (λi) are transformed to the quartic 
selfcouplings of the physical Higgs bosons. 

The Model
ANALYSIS OF THE SCALAR POTENTIAL



The Model
ANALYSIS OF THE SCALAR POTENTIAL

Assuming that the sum the of extra terms in the RHS not exceed 50% 
of the SM 



Results
arXiv:1212.1665



Results

LHCP (2013) R=1.3 +/- 0.2, (ATLAS) 
 (CMS R= 0.78)
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Results
PRD. v. 87, p. 035028, 2013.
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Results
Something about Dark Matter.

The S3 symmetry prevents the decay of the dark matter 
particle. 

The lightest particle odd under S3 is the DM candidate. 

(we have 2 dark matter candidates 
because de mass degeneracy)

O. Zapata at al, 1310.xxxx
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Final Thoughts

1. To explain de observed DM density it is needed some 
grade of degeneracy between the scalars.

2. We can explain dark matter with masses lower that 
those  from the IDM. 

That's a very good motivation for our model.


